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ABSTRACT
Spontaneous conversational phone-call speech databases
are difficult to recognize because of the large variation
of speech rates, of pronunciations as well as noises, of
acoustic degradations from the telephone channel, and of
an unpredictible non-grammatical language structure in-
cluding many random phenomena. Each cause of mis-
recognition can be addressed separately; however there is
still no satisfying solution.
As a misrecognition is considered by the system as being
a kind of new word, we propose to apply here our key-
word spotting and new-word detection technology.. How-
ever because of the large variety of types of misrecogni-
tions and of the lack of information on where, why and
how they occur, we had to define a different language
model from those used in previous work.
Results show a noticeable recognition improvement, of-
ten associated with a decrease in the number of substitu-
tions and a slight increase in the number of the deletions.

1. INTRODUCTION

SWITCHBOARD [1], as well as any other spontaneous
conversational speech database, presents many more dif-
ficulties for speech recognition than most non-spontaneous
speech databases. Among the most important problems
present in SWITCHBOARD are the large variations of
speech rate, of pronunciations, of noise, of acoustic degra-
dations from the telephone channel (clicks, channel noise
and crosstalk), and of a language model hard to repre-
sent because of the frequent presence of random phenom-
ena like filled pauses, interrupted sentences or words, and
repetitions. Thus, a large number of misrecognitions of
different origins appears.

Classically each of these phenomena is addressed sep-
arately in preprocessing and with the use of a high amount
of training data [2, 3] as is done by the INRS speech
group. Since most of these problems still have no satisfy-
ing solution, as well as because the highest performance
on such databases is still low, we propose here, instead

or as a complement, to simply process globally these er-
rors as unknown words while well-recognized words take
place of keywords because in fact, when a misrecogni-
tion occurs, the system acts as if it encounters a word
unknown to the dictionary.

Our experience in keyword spotting [4] and new-word
detection [5] leads us to use, here again, syllabic fillers.
However, because of the large variety of kinds of mis-
recognitions none of the prior proposed language model
designs is adequate.

We investigate here this problem and propose some
solutions. Thus, in this paper we first give an overview of
the effects and causes of misrecognized words in SWITCH-
BOARD. Then we describe our system, the new language
model design proposed before detailing our experiments
and results.

2. MISRECOGNITIONS IN SWITCHBOARD

There is a large number of causes for misrecognitions in
SWITCHBOARD processing. They can be divided into
two main classes: direct causes and indirect causes.

2.1. Direct Causes

Direct causes can be found at different levels:

� At the acoustic levelwe can remark that:

– Noisy speech makes some phonemes sound
differently or even be completely ignored.

– Since in natural speech, syllables are not al-
ways pronounced clearly, the large variation
of speech rates leads to missing phonemes or
too short phonemes.

– Acoustic degradation from the telephone chan-
nel will modify the spectra and thus worsen
phoneme recognition.

� At the lexical level, variation in pronunciations im-
plies misrecognitions since not all pronunciations
can be covered by the lexicon.
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Table 1: Word-error rates obtained by Hetherington.

errors total vocabulary reduced vocabulary

total 8.2 % 26.2 %
direct 9.1 % 131.3 %
indirect 8.1 % 11.9 %

� At the language model level, the high number of
random phenomena (filled pauses, interruptions, re-
petitions, new words ...) is hard to model ade-
quately. A weak language model will be a prolific
source of sequences of mistakes in the recognized
output.

2.2. Indirect Causes

An obvious indirect cause of misrecognition is what we
call the “avalanche” effect, since each of the possible cau-
ses of errors cited above implies occurrences of other
mistakes in the same neighborhood because of the ab-
sence of word boundary cues as well as of the acoustic
and language contexts imposed by the use of context-
dependent phonemes and language model constraints.

Since misrecognitions are considered as new words
by the system, some results on new words are still coher-
ent here. Thus, Hetherington [6, 7], in his study of the
effects of new words on recognition performance found,
by comparing the results of a system used with a total
vocabulary drawn from ATIS to the same system using
the same models, but this time, on a reduced vocabulary,
i.e., a vocabulary from where potential new words are ex-
cluded, that with the reduced vocabulary the system is
forced to replace new words by vocabulary words (see
table 1). He encountered 1.22 direct errors per new word
and a .28 indirect error per new word.

Moreover, it is obvious that because of a misrecog-
nition the system will not find a unique hypotheses with
a very high score, but instead a number of hypothesis in
close competition, which will lead to a large increase in
computing time.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.1. The Recognizer

The experiments are performed using the INRS continu-
ous-speech recognizer [8], which follows a classical ar-
chitecture based on the use of subword HMMs as acous-
tic models, a lexical tree and a language model.

This recognizer processes the input speech block af-
ter block, the output beam of a block becoming the input
beam of the following one. The lexicon presents for each
word orthography all the different corresponding pronun-
ciations. The system transforms the lexicon into an or-
dered lexical tree; only phoneme sequences belonging

to this graph will be recognized. From this lexical tree,
with the use of the computed table of context-dependent
phonemes scores (B*), phonetic transcriptions are scored
through the two passes; then with the use of the given
language models, the most probable word strings are de-
rived.

This recognizer has been used with success with the
Wall Street Journal database (92% recognition rate) [9]
and BREF, a French-speech database (80% recognition
rate). We consider, here, its use with SWITCHBOARD.

3.2. Error Spotting: the Problem

Because the system acts, when a misrecognition occurs,
as if it encounters a word unknown to the dictionary, we
applied our keyword spotting [4] and new-word detection
technology [5] to this problem. A comparison of those
two fields to an error-spotting one is useful for the under-
standing of the choice of our filler and language model.

In error detection in spontaneous conversational speech
recognition, the size of the keyword vocabulary is large
(i.e., the total vocabulary) as it is in new-word detection;
however the error-occurrence rate is related to the base-
line system performance as well as to all problems spe-
cific to the spontaneous nature of speech in real condi-
tions. Knowledge about these errors is then much less
accessible than in new-word detection where we already
have an important lack of information on new words.

As for the required performances, in new-word spot-
ting the vocabulary-word recognition rate is as important
as was the keyword detection rate: we are more interested
by recovering these vocabulary words than just spotting
errors. Thus, the main goal iserror correcting while er-
ror spotting. The knowledge of the contents of spotted
errors is secondary, even if it could be interesting for a
future postprocessing step.

In fact, error spotting is a necessary process for con-
tinuous speech recognition in adverse conditions; a large
number of indirect errors (“avalanche” effect) should be
corrected by this process, as well as some direct errors.

3.3. Filler Choice

According to the architecture used in keyword spotting
and new-word detection we added to the INRS recognizer
the use of fillers.

Following the results of our study made on keyword
spotting, we consider here fillers at the lexical and lan-
guage model levels only (see table 2). In our keyword-
spotting paper, we found that those kinds of fillers present
many advantages over fillers using a discrimination at the
acoustic level. In both our keyword spotting and new-
word detection works, we have shown the efficiency of
syllables when used as phonetic transcriptions of fillers.
Therefore we choose, here again, to use syllabic fillers.

Two kinds of syllabic fillers have been proposed: In
the first one, the“individual syllabic fillers” , the ortho-



keyword1 phtrk11 ... phtrk1n1
...

...
...

keywordp phtrkp1 ... phtrkpnp
filler1 phtrf11 ... phtrf1m1

...
...

...
fillerq phtrfq1 ... phtrfqmq

Table 2: Lexicon general format.p is the number of vo-
cabulary words whileq is the number of fillers. “Phtr”
specifies phonetic transcriptions associated with words.

graphic fillers in the lexicon are constructed by using only
one transcription for each filler, i.e., one syllable for each
filler, while the second one,“syllabic fillers with multi-
ple transcriptions”, consists of the division of the set of
syllables between all fillers according to the frequencies
in the database: each filler accepts as phonetic transcrip-
tions only syllables occurring with the same frequency.
The first one has proved to be very successful in keyword-
spotting while the second one was the most adequate in
new-word detection.

Because misrecognized pronunciations, most of the
time, do not correspond to a true language-related repre-
sentation of a word, we avoided using syllabic fillers with
multiple transcriptions since they include in their design a
language model related to the studied language (English
here). We, thus, restrict our study to the individual syl-
labic fillers which allow more randomness to the occur-
rences of fillers.

3.4. Language Model

The problem is, this time, worse than for new-word de-
tection since the number of causes of misrecognition is
high and there is no information in the training corpus
on where, how and why it occurs. Therefore, in order to
keep for fillers their randomness, we considered all syl-
lables to be equally likely to encounter as misrecognized
words. This frequency has obviously a close relation to
the word error rate of the baseline system.

In the same view, since the language model used by
our recognizer is of an N-gram backoff type, we used no
bigram nor trigram frequencies for fillers. Thus, we use a
modified lexicon, a modified unigram frequency file but,
however, the same bigram and trigram frequency files as
in the original recognizer.

4. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

4.1. The Recognizer

We began our study using a simpler system trained only
on 7 hours speech from SWITCHBOARD. This explains

its low recognition rate, around 30%. Further results will
soon be available with a much more reasonable amount of
training data. However, the global conclusion will likely
not change.

This system samples speech at 8 kHz using a block
size of 30 ms as well as a block shift of 10 ms. The coeffi-
cients used are 15 static and dynamic mel-frequency cep-
strum coefficients. The two passes use the same acoustic
models: three-state right-context phoneme HMMs, with
all distributions sharing the same covariance matrix as
well as a set of 256 means.

4.2. SWITCHBOARD

Consersations have been separated into different files, one
file for each answer. We process here conversations of 55
male speakers for a total of 1873 answers of three words
and more. We gathered a set of 12226 syllables. How-
ever, this set is redundant and must be pruned to keep only
relevant syllables. The filler frequency has been tuned to
reach the best result.

4.3. Protocol of Scoring

Classically, the recognition rateRw is computed from the
total of insertions (Ins), deletions (Del) and substitutions
(Sub) as well as the number of words (Ref ) in the refer-
ence file evaluated on the whole test corpus, thus:

Rw = 1�

P
Subs+Del + Ins
P

Ref
(1)

However, for a conversational database, each answer
has to be separately processed and recognized. Thus, the
recognition rate will be more significant if averaged over
all recognition rates of answersRa; thus we defineRf :

Rf =

P
Ra

Ans
(2)

whereAns is the number of processed answers. The im-
portance of this choice is more acute in the case of short
answers. For example, in answers consisting of one word
only, there are only two possible recognition rates: ei-
ther the word is recognized andRa is 100% or not and
Ra will be 0%. Those short answers influence highlyRf

because of the large number of such answers, but much
lessRw because of the small number of occurrences of
words.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Evaluation

Before scoring output sequences, fillers are removed and
the resulting sequence is compared to the true one. The
results are given for a filler-syllable frequency of .005%
and thus a global total unigram-frequency for all fillers of
58.2%, roughly corresponding to the word error rate of
the baseline system.



5.2. Discussion

The results obtained show an improvement for more than
70% of the files with an average of 10% increase ofRf

and a maximal peak of 60% improvement ofRa. How-
ever, about 30% of the files show a degradation of perfor-
mance, most of them being short files.

We think this last result is related to the correction by
fillers of the “avalanche” effect since in short files this
effect is less or nonexistent because it cannot find enough
time to extend on. In fact, spotting with a syllabic filler
a misrecognized word removes most indirect errors and
allows a better restart for bigrams and trigrams.

Furthermore we notice that improvements are gener-
ally associated with a decrease in the substitution number
and a small increase in the deletion number because fillers
spot misrecognized words as well as some correct occur-
rences of words. Tuning filler-syllable frequency leads to
a compromise between those two effects.

6. CONCLUSION

We addressed here the correction of misrecognitions us-
ing a new-word spotting method. After a careful study of
causes of misrecognition, we explained the choice of the
studied fillers as well as the language model used.

Our preliminary results show that the use of fillers for
error spotting and correcting is a new promising method.
However it still needs some refinements. Moreover a fur-
ther investigation of the phonetic content of the spotted
filler is needed to evaluate how close to the correct pro-
nunciation the spotted filler is.
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